
 

Powered gate system common fault check list 

“When a gate system is faulty what can the owner look at before calling for an 
engineer?” Regardless of any fault, all powered systems can be dangerous and professional 
assistance is recommended every time. However, there are a few simple checks that can save 
time and may help when reporting a system failure. 

Every installation is different, and the following information may or may not apply in each 
case. 

Typically, these are the most common areas to look at, with common system design & build: 

Power supply; Is power reaching the gates? Are there any lights on any part of the system and 
does the system make any noise when given command? 

Suggestion – Only if safe to do so, Check the supply and reset the system, by turning it off and 
on again 

   

Gates will not open; Assuming the power is on, is there anything obstructing the gate or 
blocking a safety or command device? 

  



Suggestion – If safe to do so, Gate systems usually have pressure or clutch type controls that 
stop the system if something obstructs movement. Check for anything that maybe getting 
caught or in the way of the gate. 

Also try more than one command device to see if all command items are ineffective. Remote 
controls, push buttons, communications & control items, etc. 

     

If fitted, Check that a ‘Stop’ device has not been activated or reset. 

   

Some installations such as many sliding gates, will not operate if any of the safety devices are 
activated. First check that the safety beams, light-curtains, lasers and safety edges are not 
damaged or obstructed. A classic problem is when photo-sells are obstructed with leaves or 
foliage of any type. 

Gates will not close; This fault is most commonly caused by either a ‘Hold or Stay Open’ 
switch not being reset, or a safety device keeping the gate from closing. 

Suggestion – Check each override switch and safety device so that they are clear of obvious 
obstruction. 
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